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Abstract 
Full brain segmentation has been of significant interest throughout the years. Recently, many  research  groups  
worldwide  have  been  looking  into  development  of  patient-specific electromagnetic  models  for  dipole  
source  location  in  EEG.  To  obtain  this  model,  accurate segmentation of various tissues and sub-cortical 
structures is thus required.In  this  paper,  the performance  of  three of the  most  widely  used software  
packages for  brain  segmentation  has  been  analyzed:  FSL,  SPM  and  FreeSurfer.  For  the  analysis,  real 
images from a  patient and a set  of phantom images have been used in order to  evaluate the performance  of 
each one of these tools.  
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1. Introduction 
 

In recent years, the study of the brain behavior has produced an increasing interest in the location of the source 
of the electrical signals generated. It is important in the research of some  brain  diseases  (such  as  epilepsy)  to  
know  with more  accuracy  about  the nature  of  the disease and the exact location of where the problem is in 
the brain. Some of these diseases are studied using tools such as electro-encephalography (EEG), which is able 
to measure the signals generated in the brain by putting some electrodes in  the patient’s  head.  In  this  sense,  
EEG  technique  can  be  invasive  or  non-invasive.  The invasive method needs surgery and consists in locating 
the electrodes directly in the patient brain. The non-invasive method, on the other hand, aims to locate the 
electrodes over the patient head. It is straightforward to conclude that the non-invasive method is more sensitive 
to the external noise  and  that  the  invasive  method  could  be  dangerous  for  the  patient.  In  addition,  the 
location of the signal is much more accurate when using the invasive method.  
However, the  invasive  method  should only be used in  that  cases  when  there  are  no other options. For that  
reason, many  researchers in the world  are  working in  order  to  locate accurately  the  exact  location  of  the  
signals  received  by  using  non-invasive EEG. In  the  context  of  dipole  source  localization,  nowadays,  a 
spherical  model  for the  human  head  In  the  last few  years,  many  tools  for  reconstructing the  human brain 
from  magnetic resonance images have been developed. These tools have  a very high  complexity and  needed 
many years for their development. In addition, they can obtain good results for our objective, so it would not be 
very useful  to start developing new software and it would be better to use one of them. The goal of this project 
is, therefore, to analyze the performance of these tools to obtain the best possible reconstruction of the patient 
head. 
 
2.  Magnetic resonance imaging  
 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging  (MRI)  is a  technique used  to  obtain high  quality images of the inside of the 
human body.  It is based on the radio-frequency waves  that the protons in the  examined  tissues  emit  when  
exposed  to  an  external magnetic  field.  Each  signal  is  then processed  by  advanced  computer  programs,  
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which  transform  it  into  high  quality  images. Unlike conventional x-ray systems and procedures of nuclear 
medicine, this kind of technique does not emit ionizing radiations.FSL is  a software package developed by 
members  of the Oxford Centre for  Functional MRI of the Brain  (Oxford University) which  is composed by a 
series of independent  tools that can be used separately or together. Although FSL has many different libraries 
and tools, in this section  we are only  going to focus  in these ones which are useful for  our goal  of segmenting 
between the different tissues that can be found in a human brain. In order  to differentiate several tissues  in 
magnetic resonance  brain images, we  have to perform some steps which are described below.  
 
3.1.3.  Brain tissue segmentation  
 

 

Overlapping  is  even  worsened  because  of  the  bias  field  (RF  inhomogeneities), blurring, low resolution,  
head  motion and  noise. Specially, it  is  important to remove the  bias  field, since it causes intensity variations 
across space. In the Figure 13 we can see the effect of  the bias field FAST  is  able  to  perform segmentation  
basing on  an  intensity model  (histogram  based),  viewed  as  a  mix  of  Gaussians.  As  they can be 
overlapped, FAST  uses  a  probability  model.  In FAST  is  able  to  perform segmentation  basing on  an  
intensity model  (histogram  based),  viewed  as  a  FSL also has a tool called F ST (FMRIB’s utomated 
Segmentation Tool ). Which let us perform  tissue segmentation  over the  brain  images.  The input of this  tool  
consists on  brain-extracted images, which can be obtained as the output of the FSL’s BET.overlapping  is  even  
worsened  because  of the  bias  field  (RF  inhomogeneities), blurring, low resolution,  head  motion and  noise. 
Specially, it  is  important to remove the  bias field, since it causes intensity variations across space. In the 
Figure 13 we can see the effect of the bias field. 
addition,  this overlapping  is  even  worsened  because  of  the  bias  field  (RF  inhomogeneities), blurring, low 
resolution,  head  motion and  noise. Specially, it  is  important to remove the  bias  field, since it causes 
intensity variations across space. In the Figure 13 we can see the effect of  the bias field. 
FAST is very robust to noise, because it does not only use the information of one voxel to classify it, but also 
uses its neighbors’ information. Because of this, there must be a balance between believing  the information 
from  the  pixel itself, or from its neighbors. Therefore,  the final probability of a voxel to be part of a tissue can 
be computed as: 
 

 
Fig:1 MRI image of the Brain . 
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Fig 2:Segmented part of the Brain MRImages 
 
In both T1-wegithed and T2-weighted images we can see all structures and elements in the head of the patient, 
not only the brain.  Therefore, it is necessary to obtain only the region of interest from these images (the brain in 
this case). Since  there  are  many  unknown  and  related  parameters,  we  need  to  know  some information  
about  some  of  them  to  find  the  value  of  the  others.  That’s why SPM uses an iterative algorithm. It starts 
with a value of 1 for the modulation field and it also gives starting probabilities  for  every voxel  to  belong  to  
grey  matter,  white  matter  or  CSF,  basing  on  prior probability  maps.  Thus,  the  algorithm  tries  to  
converge  in  each  iteration  by  assigning  new values to the cluster parameters by means of the values 
computed in the iterations before. SPM (Statistical Parametric Mapping)  is  a software  package  that works 
under MatLab  and it’s  designed  to  perform segmentation  between  grey  matter, white matter  and  CSF  in  a 
human brain. It’s based on a mixture model clustering algorithm which has been extended to include probability 
maps and corrections for image problems common in MRI. 
 
This tool is working under the following assumptions about the brain composition and distribution: Brain  
images  are composed  by  tissue types (clusters)  from  which  every voxel can  be drawn.  Voxel intensities can 
be modeled as a normal distribution. We know the number of classes in which voxels can fit.    Some  
knowledge  about  special  distribution  in  form  of  probability  images  obtained    from the Montreal 
Neurological Institute.The  intensity  and  noise  associated  to  each  voxel  has  been  multiplied with  a  
smooth  scalar field Since  there  are  many  unknown  and  related  parameters,  we  need  to  know  some 
information  about  some  of  them  to  find  the  value  of  the  others.  That’s why SPM uses an iterative 
algorithm. It starts with a value of 1 for the modulation field and it also gives starting probabilities  for  every 
voxel  to  belong  to  grey  matter,  white  matter  or  CSF,  basing  on  prior probability  maps.  Thus,  the  
algorithm  tries  to  converge  in  each  iteration  by  assigning  new values to the cluster parameters by means of 
the values computed in the iterations before. 
 
4.1.  FSL  
 
  FSL  has  different  tools  in  order  to  perform  the  steps  which  are  necessary  in  the segmentation process. 
Thereby, we  are going to explain the way  we need to  use  each one of them. We have only used all these tools 
from a command-line nsole because, even though some of  them have graphical  user  interfaces  (GUI), we 
cannot  use  all  available options from these interfaces.  
 
4.1.1. Brain extraction  
 
  The first step in the process is to extract the brain from the patient MR images we have obtained Thus, the 
“BET” tool allows doing this and supplies a list of options and configurable parameters  that  can  be  used  to  
improve  the  results.  All  this  parameters  and  their  possible values can be found in the FSL’s official 
documentation Here we are not going to focus in all these parameters, but in those ones we have considered are 
important for our goal.    In addition to the configurable parameters, “BET” also let us change its functionality 
with a list  of mutual  exclusive  options. Therefore, if we want to specify  a  working  mode and  some 
configurable  parameters  values, then  we  have  to  write  in a command-line  console  the  following:  bet input 
output <mode> <parameters> .  
  
 Finally, in addition to these three measures, we have also used an error ratio. This has been  used  because  we  
have  three  different  classes  and  it  would  be  desirable  to  have  one measure  which  lets have  a  general  
idea for the  result.  In  this sense,  the error ratio  has  been computed as:  
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4.2.  SPM  
 
As  we  highlighted in chapters  before,  SPM is able to  perform segmentation  between brain  tissues  (i.e.  grey  
matter,  white  matter  and  CSF).  Since  this  package  is  written  and designed to run in MatLab environment, 
we have to run the “spm m” file to open the program Unlike FSL  or  FreeSurfer,  SPM    only  has  a  graphical  
user  interface,  which  has  to  be  used  to perform all steps in the segmentation process.   
 
4.3.  FreeSurfer 
FreeSurfer supplies a tool called “recon-all” that can be used to perform automatically all the segmentation 
process. Thus the process can be divided in a list of stages shown below: 
  
Number  Task  
 
1  Motion Correction and Conform  
2  NU (Non-Uniform intensity normalization)  
3  Talairach transform computation  
4  Intensity Normalization 1  
5  Skull Strip  
6  EM Register (linear volumetric registration)  
7  CA Intensity Normalization  
8  CA Non-linear Volumetric Registration  
9  Remove Neck  
10  LTA with Skull  
11  CA Label (Volumetric Labeling, ie Aseg) and Statistics  
12  Intensity Normalization 2 (start here for control points)  
13  White matter segmentation  
14  Edit WM With ASeg  
15  Fill (start here for wm edits)  
16  Tessellation (begins per-hemisphere operations)  
17  Smooth1  
18  Inflate1  
19  QSphere  
20  Automatic Topology Fixer  
21  Final Surfs (start here for brain edits for pial surf)  
22  Smooth2  
23  Inflate2  
24  Spherical Mapping  
25  Spherical Registration  
26  Spherical Registration, Contralateral hemisphere  
27  Map average curvature to subject  
28  Cortical Parcellation - Desikan_Killiany and Christophe (Labeling)  
29  Cortical Parcellation Statistics  
30  Cortical Ribbon Mask  
31  Cortical Parcellation mapping to Aseg 
 
cannot  see  and correct  the brain-extracted image,  but  we  have  to  perform  all  segmentation and then check 
the results. Same as FSL , SPM also has some options that let us re-align those images we want to use for 
segmentation. However, the segmentation process  in SPM  does not  allow performing segmentation over  more 
than  one image yet. Because  of that reason,  the  only goal of image re-alignment is to correct movements in 
time-series images (4D images). 
 
All these stages are divided in three big groups: 
 
Group  Stages  
 

1 1-5 
2 6-23  
3 24-31 
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5.  Software comparison  
 
At  the moment  we  have  set  a  value  for  all configurable  options  using  one  software package, we can start 
performing segmentation over other images. In this chapter, the results obtained  when  comparing  the  
performance  of  each  software  package  we  have  studied  are presented.  In  order  to  know  the  accuracy  of  
segmentation  results  we  must  have  a  ground truth, which  can be used to make  the  comparison. For this  
reason, we have obtained a  set of images with a known ground truth from Brainweb.  
 
6. Conclusions  

 
The  goal  of this  project at the beginning  was  to evaluate the  performance of FSLndfreeSurfer  in  order  to  
segment  between  different  brain  tissues  and  sub-cortical  structures. This  was necessary  because  our  
research-group  was  trying  to  develop  patient-specific electromagnetic models for both dipole source location 
in electroencephalography and stroke detection (via microwave helmet, with Midfield Diagnostic). While 
thinking on the problem, we considered it was also necessary to include SPM as another oftware package we 
had to analyze, because it’s one of the most used software tools worldwide  and  we  read  much  information  
about  its  good  results  regarding  to  cortical segmentation.   Once we could evaluate the segmentation 
performed by each one of the tools we haveused having a ground  truth from  Brainweb phantoms),  the results 
we have found have been very  different  depending  on  what  we  wanted  to  obtain.  The  reason  is  that  
these  three software packages used hav e been designed for a slightly different purpose, even though they all  
perform brain  tissue segmentation. The differences we have found,  both in  their goal  and their performance, 
are exposed below.  
 
FSL  is  a  software  package  that  has  been  designed  for  a  general  purpose  if  we  talk about  brain  
segmentation. The  meaning  of  general  purpose  here  is that  it  is able to  perform both  brain tissue  
segmentation  (white  matter, grey matter and cerebro -spinal fluid) and sub-cortical segmentation (brain stem, 
amygdale, hippocampus ) in separated processes Between other reasons, it’s this modularity what gives  FSL  
the capability to perform so  many different tasks, since it’s composed by different tools with different goals.    
Regarding  to  FSL  performance for brain  tissue segmentation, it  is  able to  classify grey matter with very 
good results (f-factor over 80%) and has also good results for white matter (f-factor over  75%, excepting  one  
case).  The  result for  CSF  is not very  good (f-factor over  62%) and  is  very  influenced  by the  noise  in  the 
image.   In  general, we  can  see  that  segmentation performed  by  FSL  is  very  influenced  by  the  noise,  
and  just  a  little  by  RF  in-homogeneities, having better results  when  both have an  intermediate value  (the 
best result is obtained  with 1% noise, with an error ratio close to 8% for non-empty voxels).   SPM,  as  it  is  
concerned,  is  only  designed  to  perform  segmentation  between  white matter, grey matter and  CSF. Unlike 
FSL, it  is not able  to  perform sub-cortical  segmentation. One advantage of SPM  could  be  that, since  it’s 
designed to  run in MatLab, it’s not platform-dependent and it can be run in both Linux and Windows operating 
systems.   
 
  The  performance  of  SPM,  if  we  look  at  the  graphics  in  the  results  section,  is  not influenced  (almost) 
by  RF in-homogeneities but, as it happened with FSL, it’s very influenced by the noise. It can give a better 
result for white matter segmentation when comparing to FSL (f-factor over  83%) but its  result  for grey matter 
segmentation is  slightly worse (f-factor over 68%).  Regarding  to  CSF,  the  result  is  very  bad  (the  highest  
f-factor  is  3.8%)  and can’t be considered if we want to segment CSF from a MR image.  
 
  Regarding to all the results we have obtained, we can conclude that FSL is the most complete package to 
perform brain segmentation, since it has better results for tissue segmentation than SPM and it can also perform 
sub-cortical segmentation. However, if we are really interested in sub-cortical structures, we should consider 
FreeSurfer as an alternative, because it’s able to extract more sub-cortical structures than FSL.  
 
Finally,  FreeSurfer  was  designed  to  perform  segmentation  between  brain  structures, both  cortical  and  
sub-cortical.  However,  the  comparison  with  FSL o r  SPM  when  segmenting between white matter, grey 
matter and CSF is not fair. If we look at the results, the error ratio is always over 50% so  we could think that  
this result is really bad. The problem is that  where FSL  or  SPM  see  white  or  grey  matter  (or a  combination  
of  both),  FreeSurfer  can  see a brain structure, like brain stem. The reason is that these  structures are  
composed by both grey  and white matter,  so that the result  from  FreeSurfer can’t be considered as wrong. 
What we  can say  is  that  FreeSurfer,  at  least,  is  affected  by  the  noise  and  RF  in-homogeneities  because  
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it couldn’t perform segmentation when they both had their maximum value in the experiments  . 
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